An expression of taste
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Line Maxim
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Tempered Glass
Granital Plus

About manufacturer

Kovinoplastika Lož from Slovenia is one of the largest and
most successful European suppliers of kitchen sinks and
related equipment, which boasts a 62-year tradition. It is an
international company, which has earned its enviable position
in the kitchen equipment market by pursuing the highest
quality stadards, keeping pace with modern design trends, and
being a ﬂexible and reliable business partner.
Due to its products, which boast not only outstanding quality
but also an excellent quality/price ratio, Kovinoplastika Lož is
quickly and eﬀectively strengthening its market positions in
Slovenia as well as in other European countries.
The Alveus brand sinks are available in many markets seven
of which are controlled successfully by Kovinoplastika Lož
through its subsidiaries and the rest through long-term
successful partnerships with local companies.

Apart from manufacturing and marketing the Alveus
brand products, Kovinoplastika Lož successfully
manages the production programmes of other own
brands, among which the building hardware and
joinery brands stand out.

The Alveus brand products are designed for modern highend kitchens. In today’s interiors, the boundaries between
the kitchen and living area are becoming blurred, while
minimalist, reﬁned and sophisticated design solutions have
begun to gain ground.

Gastronorm programme is designed for use in
the catering and hotel industries and in canteens.
Kovinoplastika Lož has a long tradition in cooperating
with europeans most important companies in ﬁeld of
components.

With their large, clean surfaces and innovative approach to
space use, Alveus sinks perfectly match the latest furniture
and architectural ideas. They are made for kitchens just like
that, as their outstanding design and functional qualities
exceed the existing standards in many ways.

As Kovinoplastika Lož is one of the most important
centres of manufacturing knowledge in the region, the
company also boasts a long tradition of successful tool
manufacturing service marketing and sophisticated
tool and machine manufacture and marketing.

The carefully designed solutions will enhance your food
preparation and kitchen work eﬃciency. Alveus sinks are
manufactured from top-quality modern materials, which
ensures easy and environment-friendly maintenance and
decomposition.

Great advantages
Modern kitchens are flexible, well designed, and increasingly freed from the traditional division into the cooking,
work and wash-up areas. With state-of-the-art sinks, the Alveus brand promotes inovative and functional kitchen
solutions, which transcend the limits of the “wet” kitchen area. Alveus sinks are thus becoming an important part
of everyday life, and are designed and manufatured accordingly, displaying the four most significant qualities that
place Alveus sinks among the top products in the market.

Alveus sinks rank among the most durable sinks in the
market since they are manufactured from 18/10 stainless
steel up to 1 mm in thickness. The main advantage of
thicker steel are greater impact resistance, increased
stability of a sink tap and signiﬁcantly reduced level
of water splashing noise. In weight comparison, sinks
made of thicker stainless steel are heavier.
Granite composite sinks are composed of granite parts
tightly bound with high quality acrylic resin, which
helps to acquire excellent mechanical properties and
chemical persistence. Some Alveus ﬁnished goods
are made of tempered glass, a type of safety glass
with signiﬁcantly increased toughness and thermal
resistance.

Alveus sink bowls can be deeper than other products
of the sort. The capacity of the sink is thus increased
by up to a few litres, which makes the task of washing
up large pieces and big amounts of dishes much more
comfortable.

Alveus sinks are surface treated to resist the growth of
mould, microorganisms and bacteria. All surfaces are
easy to clean, as the sinks have no inaccessible spots for
bits of food and other grime to accumulate.

Alveus sinks are easy to clean and maintain, as they are
manufactured from top-quality materials and designed
to allow simple maintenance without aggressive
cleaning agents.

The sinks use 11/2” or 31/2” drain plumbing (depending
on the model), which allows quick drainage of large
amounts of water.

In addition, Alveus sinks are environmentally friendly,
containing no harmful admixtures that might be
released into the environment upon decomposition.

The composite as well as stainless sinks are extremely
resistant to impacts, high temperatures, scratching,
chemicals and all sorts of stains.

Sturdiness

Handiness

Health and Environment
Frendliness

Durability

Installation Types
Alveus sinks are suitable for various installation types, thus adjusting completely to
design and architectural requirements of your kitchen.

Inset sinks are installed into kitchen worktop, thus
forming part of continuous working surface. Sink is
inserted from above into a suitable worktop cut-out
and fastened with supplied clamps.

Flush mount

sinks are installed into previously
adjusted kitchen worktop made of waterproof material
(natural stone, composite material, glass, impregnated
solid wood). Surface of the sink and surface of the
worktop are in the same level. The main advantage
is seamless working surface that enables very easy
cleaning and an attractive appearance.

Flat mount sink are installed into kitchen worktop
so that a uniform working surface is created. Thin, almost
unnoticeable rims allow quick and easy cleaning. An
additional advantage is simple installation from above
into each type of kitchen worktop.

Undermount sinks

are installed into kitchen
worktop from below. Worktop must be made of
waterproof material, such as natural stone and
composite material. This type of installation enables
various combinations of undermount bowls in diﬀerent
sizes. Absence of seams between sink and worktop
contributes to simple hygiene maintenance and overall
appeal of a kitchen.

Premium Stainless Steel

Tempered glass

Composite material

The main characteristics and advantages of 18/10 stainless steel are:

Tempered glass is a safety glass with emphasis on
toughness and thermal shock resistance.
There are two available colours- black and white, which
will bring uncompromisingn elegance and style into
every kitchen.
Glass drainer surface can also be ordered in your own
RAL colour shade or with personalized graphics of your
choice.

Granital composite material is a mixture of 75-80%
granite particles bound together by high-quality binder,
which provides strength and ﬂexibility to a kitchen sink
as well as the resistance to temperature shocks.

•
•
•
•
•

Easy cleaning which ensures a high level of hygiene
Resistance to high temperatures and rapid temperature changes (thermal shock)
Resistance to impacts
Resistance to chemical inﬂuences
100 % recyclability

The stainless steel (CrNi) thickness ranges from 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm depending on the price range of the sink.

Surface finishes

Special surface treatment of stainless steel

The diﬀerence between the ﬁnishes is mainly reﬂected in
the appearance and partly in the scratch resistance. While
the SAT ﬁnish produces a polished, easy-to-clean stainless
steel surface the LEI ﬁnish produce a matte texture, which is
less sensitive to tiny scratches, but requires a bit more care.
The technical characteristics of the basic material are the
same in all varieties; however, certain sinks are not always
available in all three ﬁnishes.

A thin vaporised metal substance known as ceramic nitride
is deposited onto stainless steel surface, resulting in:
• unique metal lustre
• superior scratch resistance
• extremly hard-wearing protective surface
The surface-treated stainless steel is available in four
precious metal colour shades - GOLD, COPPER, BRONZE
and ANTHRACITE. Due to the nature of surface treatment
process, each sink ends up with unique colour shade.

Careful surface treatment makes kitchen sink smooth
and pleasant to the touch. The smoothness of the
surface provides an easy cleaning of the kitchen
sink. Increased material sturdiness and cleaning in
accordance with the instructions guarantee a long
service life to these sinks.

Top-Quality Materials
Alveus kitchen sinks are available in several materials, surface finishes and colours. Apart from the stainless steel
sinks in two finishes (SAT- Satin and LEI - Leinen) and with special surface coating, our offer includes selected models
from high-quality composite material and tempered glass in different colours. You will certainly find the one that
will blend into your kitchen or create with the kitchen a beautiful contrast.

Stylux

Stylux
The kitchen has grown into focal point of modern interiors, becoming the heart of family life
and a place where the most important family ties are woven. ALVEUS will warm your heart with
STYLUX, the family of kitchen sinks, which belongs to the very top of contemporary design
solutions. You can choose amongst seven fabolous sink models of different dimensions that
are built from CrNi 18/10 grade stainless steel in 1 mm thickness, and enhanced by a wide
range of innovative and stylish accessories. Let the family ties be woven with ALVEUS...

Stylux
Stylux 10

Stylux 20

Stylux 30

Stylux 40

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Size
/ 450 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 400 x 400 x 200 mm

Size
/ 595 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 180 x 400 x 175 mm

Size
/ 755 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

Size
/ 790 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 740 x 400 x 200 mm

Evita - P

Stylux 50

Stylux 60

Stylux 70
Lara - P

Size
/ 860 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 180 x 400 x 175 mm

Size
/ 860 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 400 x 400 x 200 mm

Size
/ 1160 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

Laguna

Accessories

Alveus TriTop 400

Alveus TriTop 340

Alveus Bi Board 400

Alveus Bi Board 340

Chopping board
safety glass

Strainer bowl
stainless steel

Chopping board
wooden

Detergent dispenser

Pure

Pure
Kitchen sinks Pure will surely be a focal point of your kitchen. Your eyes will admire the
sophisticated design, clean lines and impeccable shine of gorgeous Pure sinks. Enormous
bowls will make you want to clean the dishes over and over. Radius 15 gives a Pure sink an
elegant design and yet it makes a sink easy to clean. As the design itself is not enough, we
upgraded an elegance of the sink with a F and S installation which makes a sink become one
with the worktop.
Depending on your cooking skills you can choose between six spacious models.

Pure
Pure10

Pure 20

Pure 30

Pure 40

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Size
/ 405 x 525 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 195 mm

Size
/ 465 x 525 mm
Bowl size / 400 x 400 x 195 mm

Size
/ 515 x 525 mm
Bowl size / 450 x 400 x 195 mm

Size
/ 790 x 525 mm
Bowl size / 400 x 400 x 195 mm

Aqua

45

40

Pure 50

50

45

Pure 60
Choice

Size
/ 860 x 525 mm
Bowl size / 450 x 400 x 195 mm

Size
/ 980 x 525 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 195 / 180 x 400 x 140 mm

50

Emma

Accessories

Chopping board
safety glass

Strainer bowl
stainless steel

Chopping board
wooden

Detergent dispenser

Quadrix

Quadrix
The Quadrix sinks allow great creative freedom in the kitchen. With clean shapes and a touch
of the latest trends, they are designed for the most demanding users. The line comprises
different models of various dimensions, which can be combined in any way you choose. The
sinks are manufactured from high-quality stainless steel of above-average thickness. Their
basic characteristic are small radiuses (10 mm); in combination with a 200 mm bowl depth,
these provide a significantly increased sink bowl capacity.
Quadrix sinks are available in the flash and flat mount varieties.

Quadrix
Quadrix 10

Quadrix 20

Quadrix 30

Quadrix 40

Quadrix 50

Bowl size / 180 x 400 x 175 mm

Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

Bowl size / 400 x 400 x 200 mm

Bowl size / 450 x 400 x 200 mm

Bowl size / 500 x 400 x 200 mm

Quadrix 150

Quadrix 220

Quadrix 60

Quadrix 120

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Laguna

Choice

Size
/ 790 x 450 mm
Bowl size / 740 x 400 x 200 mm

Size
/ 595 x 450 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 180 x 400 x 175 mm

Size
/ 755 x 450 mm
Bowl size / 500 x 400 x 200 / 180 x 400 x 175 mm

Size
/ 755 x 450 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

Billy

Accessories

Alveus TriTop 400

Alveus TriTop 340

Alveus Bi Board 400

Alveus Bi Board 340

Chopping board
safety glass

Strainer bowl
stainless steel

Chopping board
wooden

Detergent dispenser

Line Maxim

Line Maxim
Line Maxim sink family of modern design and clean lines offers innovative and functional solutions
and transcends the limits of “wet” kitchen area. Due to the various and numerous accessories
Line Maxim sinks make work in the kitchen so much easier. The functional washing-up and food
preparation solutions are designed for the most demanding users. Namely, there is a wide range
of available accessories - a stainless steel strainer bowl (colander) and tray, a glass chopping board,
a pop-up waste system, as well as the large wooden chopping board that slides along the drainer.

Line Maxim
Line Maxim 10

Line Maxim 20

Line Maxim 50

Line Maxim 60

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Size
/ 980 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 / 148 x 300 x 130 mm

Size
/ 860 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 mm

Size
/ 615 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 mm / 148 x 300 x130 mm

Size
/ 615 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 mm

Azeta - P

Line Maxim 70

Line Maxim 80

Line Maxim 90

Line Maxim 100
Aqua

Size
/ 790 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 mm / 148 x 300 x 130 mm

Size
/ 795 x 505 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 / 340 x 400 x 190 mm

Size
/ 790 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 mm

Size
/ 1160 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 190 mm / 340 x 400 x 190 mm

Billy

Accessories

Chopping board
safety glass

Chopping board
safety glass

Strainer bowl
stainless steel

Strainer bowl
stainless steel

Chopping board
wooden

Chopping board
wooden

Detergent dispenser

Monarch Collection

Monarch Collection
Every kitchen deserves a wonderful sink. The Alveus brand of sinks has had a new addition to
its product range – the Monarch Collection. These sinks come in four stunning colour shades
– GOLD, COPPER , BRONZE and ANTHRACITE. These precious stainless steel colours will add
unique sparkle to your kitchen. The metal lustre of Monarch Collection sinks will add a touch of
mystique to your kitchen.
Due to special surface treatment technology each sink ends up with unique colour shade. The
attractiveness and functionality are supplemented by the accessories such as wooden or glass
chopping board and stainless steel strainer bowl in the sink colour. Sinks from the Monarch
Collection can be complemented by the taps Alveus from Monarch or standard (chrome plated)
product range.

Monarch Collection
Monarch Pure 30

Monarch Quadrix 20

Monarch Quadrix 30

Bowl size / 450 x 400 x 195 mm

Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

Bowl size / 400 x 400 x 200 mm

Monarch Quadrix 50

Monarch Quadrix 120

Bowl size / 500 x 400 x 200 mm

Size
/ 581 x 436 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 180 x 400 x 175 mm

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Laguna

Fontana

Slim

Accessories

Strainer bowl
stainless steel
Quadrix

Chopping board
safety glass
Quadrix

Chopping board
wooden
Quadrix

Monarch Collection

Monarch Collection
Monarch Line 10

Monarch Line 20

Monarch Variant 10

Monarch Variant 40

Size
/ 980 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 420 x 160 / 148 x 300 x 75 mm

Size
/ 860 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 420 x 160 mm

Bowl size / 480 x 400 x 180 mm

Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 185 mm

Monarch Variant 110

Monarch Form 30

Monarch Line 60

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Laguna

Fontana

Size
/ 615 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 420 x 160 mm

Size
/ Ø 510 mm
Bowl size / Ø 410 x 185 mm

Bowl size / 148 x 300 x 120 mm

Slim

Accessories

Chopping board
safety glass
Line

Strainer bowl
stainless steel
Line

Chopping board
wooden
Line

Small chopping board
wooden
Line

Chopping board
wooden
Variant

Chopping board
wooden
Variant

Chopping board
wooden
Form 30

Tempered Glass

Tempered Glass
Kitchen sinks made of tempered glass will bring creative elegance and colour into your
home. The sinks are made for most demanding users, who require not only uncompromising
quality, but also cutting edge design and who dare to try something different. The sinks are
available in four amazing designs (Crystalix, Karat, Wave and Glassix) in different models and
colours. They are manufactured from premium stainless steel and equipped with glass top
made of tempered safety glass. Tempered safety glass improves the mechanical properties of
the glass by greatly increasing its toughness.

Tempered Glass
Crystalix 10

Crystalix 20

Karat 10

Karat 20

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Size
/ 860 x 540 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

Size
/ 860 x 540 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 180 x 400 x 175 mm

Size
/ 860 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 195

Size
/ 860 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 195 / 180 x 340 x 160 mm

Azeta - P

45

Crystalix 30

Karat 30

Size
/ 1160 x 540 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

60

Emma

Size
/ 1160 x 540 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 200 / 340 x 400 x 200 mm

Billy

Accessories

Chopping board
safety glass

Chopping board
safety glass

Strainer bowl
stainless steel

Chopping board
wooden
Crystalix

Detergent
dispenser
Crystalix

Tempered Glass

Tempered Glass
Wave 10

Wave 20

Glassix 10

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

Size
/ 620 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 420 x 175

Size
/ 760 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 420 x 175

Size
/ 860 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 180 mm

Eden

45

Wave 30

Wave 40

Glassix 20
Arc 40 - P

Size
/ 760 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 420 x 175 / 148 x 300 x 120 mm
60

Size
/ 1160 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 420 x 175 / 340 x 420 x 175 mm

Size
/ 860 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 340 x 400 x 180 / 148 x 300 x 120 mm
60

Oz

Accessories

Chopping board
wooden

Chopping board
wooden

Granital Plus

Granital Plus
A range of contemporary designed Alveus sinks is made of high quality composite material
Granital Plus. Due to the careful processing of the material, the surface of kitchen sinks
Granital Plus is smooth, pleasant to the touch and allows easy cleaning.
The five colours Granital Plus are upgraded with shimmering metallic parts, which give an
elegant high-end appearance to the kitchen sink.

Granital plus
Sensual 30

Sensual 60

Apelles 70

Quadrix 50

Size
/ 850 x 520 mm
Bowl size / 380 x 450 x 200 mm

Size
/ 900 x 610 mm
Bowl size / 451 x 353 x 200 mm / 331 x 165 x 160 mm

Size
/ 1000 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 360 x 370 x 220 mm / 166 x 350 x 150 mm

Size
/ 560 x 460 mm
Bowl size / 500 x 400 x 200 mm

Sensual 70

Formic 20

Formic 30

Size
/ 980 x 520 mm
Bowl size / 349 x 450 x 200 mm / 165 x 340 x 200 mm

Size
/ 520 x 510 mm
Bowl size / 440 x 350 x 200 mm

Size
/ 760 x 500 mm
Bowl size / 350 x 420 x 200 mm

Recommended
Alveus mixer taps

AM 90 - P

90

AM 100 - P

Evita - P

KOVINOPLASTIKA LOŽ d.d.
PC INOX
Lož, Cesta 19. oktobra 57
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
Slovenia
Telefon: + 386 (1) 70 95 100
Telefax: + 386 (1) 70 58 466
e-mail: info@kovinoplastika.si
e-mail: info@alveus.si
www.kovinoplastika.si
www.alveus.si

CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
The Certification Body
of TÜV SÜD Management Service GmbH
certifies that

KOVINOPLASTIKA LOä d.d.
Cesta 19. oktobra 57
1386 Stari trg pri Loåu
Republic of Slovenia
has established and applies
a Quality Management System for

The Certification Body
of TÜV SÜD Management Service GmbH
certifies that

.29,123/$67,.$/2äGG

Cesta 19. oktobra 57, 6WDULWUJSUL/RåX
Republic of Slovenia
Scope of application:
Design, production and marketing:
pressure die casting of Zink alloys, building fittings,
sinks and gastronom pans and other stainless steel products
and tools for metal sheet forming, pressure die casting
plastic products and pressure die casting of Zink alloys;
Design and marketing of pressure die casting plastic products

.29,123/$67,.$/2äGG
Unec 25, 1381 Rakek
Republic of Slovenia

Scope of application:
Production of pressure die casting plastic products

Production of metal casted parts
(without Product Design as per Chapter 7.3).

An audit was performed, Report No. 707044243.
Proof has been furnished that the requirements
according to

ISO/TS 16949:2009
Third Edition 2009-06-15

has established and applies
a Quality Management System.
An audit was performed, Report No. 707044243.
Proof has been furnished that the requirements
according to

ISO 9001:2008
are fulfilled.

are fulfilled.

The certificate is valid from 2016-07-26 until 2018-07-26.

Issue date: 2015-07-27

Certificate Registration No.: 12 100 50179 TMS.

Expiry date: 2018-07-26
Certificate Registration No.: 12 111 50179 TMS
IATF Certificate No.: 0215105
Product Compliance Management
Munich, 2016-07-26

Product Compliance Management
Munich, 2015-07-27
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